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» 40G Migration... 4G Liberation «
» 4G LTE will be big. 10,000% big. That’s the data usage per-capita
expected to explode during the next four years, and it’s driving
the need for higher capacity systems.
» Kontron can help with a COTS hardware solution that can shave
12 months – or more – off your LTE EPC system development time
and handle even higher data trafﬁc loads.
» Develop immediately with the only available all-IP standards-based
40GbE hardware – the highly scalable 40GbE ATCA platform.
» Deploy as a 10GbE system and, when necessary, ﬁeld upgrade
with 40G switching. No system forklifts needed. Just you fulﬁlling
the technical, cost, and revenue needs of your carrier clients.
Migrate to 40G. And liberate your 4G.

CONTACT US
Call, Email or Visit today.

NA +1-888-294-4558
EMEA + 49(0)8165 77 777

NA: info@us.kontron.com
EMEA: info@kontron.com
Read: kontron.com/40GATCA

If it’s embedded, it’s Kontron.
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XTech – The problem solver
XTech is a leading global supplier of front panels
and enclosures for ruggedized and commercial systems.
XTech offers in-house design assistance, engineering support, finishing and labeling
options, as well as component kitting and management for your supply chain.
Discover XTech’s fast turnaround capabilities via XTech Xpress. We also specialize
in variable manufacturing efficiencies for prototype through production, as well
as precision manufacturing in extruded aluminum, steel, and plastic.

For technical information and drawings visit: xtech-outside.com or call 1-888-444-1644
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Member since 1998

EDITOR’S
FOREWORD
By JOE PAVLAT

AdvancedTCA and the “Law of Accelerating Returns”
I was struck by a comment made by our colleague Anthony
Ambrose from RadiSys in this issue's “Successful AdvancedTCA
history rides on many shoulders” timeline. He marvels that the
AdvancedTCA backplane bandwidth has grown from 1 Gbps to
40 Gbps per lane in less than a decade. That is impressive when
you think about it for a bit.
His comment caused me to recall a fascinating keynote speech
I was lucky enough to hear a few years ago at a telecom conference. Ray Kurzweil, a noted author, inventor, and futurist, spoke
at the event. Ray is no wild-eyed shaman, but a successful MIT
engineering graduate who has built a number of companies during his career. His ﬁrst product was a text-to-speech device for
blind people that scanned printed material and then spoke it. His
ﬁrst customer was musician Stevie Wonder. Their subsequent
collaborations led Ray to develop a family of electronic keyboard instruments that could imitate conventional instruments
and produce extremely realistic sounds.
In recent decades Ray has focused on the future, and like all futurists his predictions have ranged from the prescient to the unlikely.
But there is a common theme to much of his writings and that is
that more and more things in our world are changing at an exponential rate. Ray observes that in addition to those technology
strides familiar to us from Moore’s Law, technological developments that continue to improve exponentially include wireless
data density, memory chip and disk drive capacity, network data
volumes, and of course data transmission speeds. He calls this
the “Law of Accelerating Returns.” Two of his books, The Age
of Intelligent Machines and The Age of Spiritual Machines detail
some of his thinking. I don’t agree with many of his predictions,
but these two books are interesting reads.
What comes after 40G for AdvancedTCA?
Where am I going with this? Well, the answer is that I’m asking our
readers to think about what comes after 40G for AdvancedTCA.
How are we going to go faster? We know we must. One stock
answer is that optical backplanes will be the future, but they have
been ﬁve years in the future for about the last 20 years. They will
be developed, I believe, but they aren’t commercially viable yet.
But I don’t think anyone could imagine copper would have taken
us as far as it has. Is the next speed step 100G or maybe 160G?
How will that be done? Wider lanes are one answer, but there are
others, including full mesh architectures and multilevel signaling,
wherein backplane signals are not simple differential zeros and
ones, but also can be one-quarter, one-half, or three-fourths of the
voltage swing. By encoding four levels instead of just two, data
density can be doubled. The amazing improvements in SerDes

chips over the last few years suggest that this is very possible.
OK, back down to earth. Speaking of 40G, Gary Lee from
Fulcrum Microsystems explains in his article this issue that
simply having high backplane bandwidth isn’t the entire
solution. The data ﬂows in these systems must be balanced and
efﬁcient. Our European correspondent, Hermann Strass, explains
how CompactPCI systems are being widely deployed in veryhigh-speed train systems in Germany to monitor performance
and safety and to provide wireless communications. These systems are from MEN Mikro, which led the effort to develop the
recently released CompactPCI Serial speciﬁcation. CompactPCI
Serial provides a major refresh to this popular technology.
In his regular Software Corner column, Curt Schwaderer
details what is involved in making the transition to multicore
with a planned approach. And don’t miss the aforementioned
timeline article, which offers many insightful thoughts from
leading AdvancedTCA proponents.
OpenSystems Media, PICMG, and Conference ConCepts are
cosponsoring a celebration throughout this year of the 10 th
anniversary of the birth of AdvancedTCA. Coming up on the
celebratory agenda: the June 9th AdvancedTCA Virtual Event:
Opening the Next 10 Years of Networks. As with last year’s inaugural AdvancedTCA Virtual Event, it promises to be another
can’t-afford-to-miss event, and kicks off with a round table on
keeping the AdvancedTCA innovations coming. And as noted
in my most recent column, calendars should be marked now
for the Seventh Annual AdvancedTCA Summit & Exhibition
presented by Conference ConCepts November 1-2 at the San
Jose Doubletree Hotel.
A special logo has been developed to commemorate
AdvancedTCA’s first 10 years. It can be downloaded at
http://bit.ly/atca10yrlogo and I encourage anyone promoting
AdvancedTCA products to use it.
The PICMG AdvancedTCA speciﬁcation has lived a robust
10 years, with the strength of its architecture preparing it for continuing well into the future.

Joe Pavlat, Editorial Director
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GLOBAL
TECHNOLOGY
BY HERMANN STRASS

Train control through the air
InterCityExpress (ICE) trains in Germany travel at up
to 350 km/h (217 mph). German railway control centers and the speeding trains exchange data wirelessly.
Installations during 2010 and 2011 brought the total
number of systems from MEN Mikro Elektronik
to more than 500. The company’s CompactPCI
form factor systems (Figure 1) are built to fulﬁll the
stringent requirements of the International Railway
Industry Standard (IRIS).
Solving a lengthy problem
The rugged MEN Mikro CompactPCI system
reports the status of the carriage and other parameters in real time to the nearest control center
(Figure 2). Condition monitoring of the carriage
is extremely important for these high-speed trains.
To prevent accidents, engineers must know of any
imbalance or abnormal wheel temperature values.
Other, less critical parameters and information that
are transmitted in real time includes data on seat reservations, which can be updated while the train is
moving.

Figure 2
Figure 1
MEN Mikro Elektronik has developed a rugged
CompactPCI system that meets International
Railway Industry Standard (IRIS) requirements.
8
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Both critical information, such as spikes
in wheel temperature, and noncritical data,
such as passenger seating, reach the control
center in real time.

CompactPCI, AdvancedTCA & MicroTCA Systems

The European railway infrastructure includes many
long tunnels. Wireless transmission inside the tunnel
is a problem. Moving very rapidly both within and
between radio cells is another problem. GSM-R (the
railway variant of GSM) or UMTS typically handle
wireless transmission inside the tunnels. WLAN trafﬁc is transported over one of these two networks.
GSM-R is an international wireless communication
standard that can successfully communicate between
rail and railway control centers at speeds of up to 500
km/h (310 mph) without signal disruptions. GSM-R
features include Advanced Speech Call Items (ASCI),
Voice Group Call Service (VGCS) for multiple users,
Voice Broadcast Service (VBS) for single speakers
and multiple listeners, and Railway Emergency Call
(REC) for high-priority matters. Antennas inside the
tunnels are leaky feeders (coax cables with longitudinal slits for transmit and receive) or multiple antennas,
typically 500 m apart.
Dealing with an extended temperature range
MEN Mikro supplies the CompactPCI system ready
for use in a ruggedized 19-inch rack-mountable chassis. The 3U CompactPCI F19P CPU card (Figure 3) is
based on an Intel Core 2 Duo microprocessor clocked
at 1.26 GHz for increased ruggedness. There is 1 GB
DDR3 memory on board and two Fast Ethernet ports connected via rugged M12 connectors. To cope with an extended
temperature range of up to +85 °C, the CPU board features a
side card with an extra-large heat sink. The wireless devices
Rigorous
requireme
s Cards) are mounted on an F212 3U
GSM or WLAN
(PCIe Mini
CompactPCI card. The plug-in 3U power supplies deliver 100 W
at 90 percent efﬁciency.

All major European railway operators require IRIS approval. An
extension of ISO 9001, IRIS is unique to the railway industry. IRIS
approval makes a company part of the elite of premier suppliers to
the railway industry.
The EN 50155 standard for electronic railroad applications
places heavy demands on railway equipment. EN 50155 assumes
that electronic systems on trains will need to operate 24 hours a
day for 30 years, or approximately 250,000 hours, without failure. This means that train control systems must be designed to
withstand the toughest environmental conditions: extended temperature ranges (-40 °C to +85 °C); humidity; vibrations; and
power ﬂuctuations. Even heat build-up and therefore energy
absorption have to stay within narrow ranges. Failure-prone fans
are prohibited in train electronics, and EN 50155 permits only
passive cooling technologies. In total EN 50155 and additional
requirements for railway electronics are more demanding than
similar MIL-STD requirements.
For more information, contact Hermann at
hstrass@opensystemsmedia.com

Figure 3
The F19P CPU card has a sidecard
extension for better cooling.
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SOFTWARE
CORNER
By CURT SCHWADERER

Managing the transition to
multicore: Part I
The movement to multicore is upon us.
Multicore processors, with multiple CPU
cores on a single chip, promise dramatic
performance increases as well as shrinking form factors. You can use the cores
to increase the compute power for multithreaded applications, or partition them
to different functions running different
operating systems.
Adopting new innovations into your product line can be a double-edged sword.
Multicore processors enable signiﬁcant
performance and scalability increases.
On the other hand, blindly forging ahead
with a product software move might signiﬁcantly delay development for no real
advantage unless the engineering team
understands the issues and pitfalls of
software parallelism and development for
multicore platforms.
Having struggled with this in the past,
I did some research and came across
CriticalBlue, a company whose roots are
in tools that allow companies to develop
customized coprocessor hardware. The
tools are intended to make the job of
migrating legacy code easier. I caught up
with David Stewart, CEO of CriticalBlue,
and talked with him about his experience with multicore applications. We
discussed the software CriticalBlue has
developed that allows companies to map
“migrating to multicore” plans.
Planned approach pays off in time
and cost cuts
Founded in 2003, CriticalBlue introduced a synthesis tool called Cascade as
its ﬁrst product. Cascade is an automated
coprocessor synthesis tool targeted at
companies doing custom coprocessor
10
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development. Companies use the tool to
create a programmable coprocessor unit
and model how their legacy software will
run with the coprocessor.
CriticalBlue has developed core competency in matching software to underlying
silicon architectures and helping people migrate legacy software by using a
“planned approach.” Following a planned
approach, developers:
1. Construct the coprocessor simulation.
2. Run the legacy code in this new
environment.
3. Analyze the new performance results.
4. Adjust the software and coprocessor
accordingly to get the desired results.

in the application. Once this parallelism is
well understood, you can build a coprocessor that fully exploits that parallelism.
Cascade takes care of communication
between the processor and coprocessor
and makes it as invisible as possible to
the software development.
David said that many of the Cascade
users would use it to successfully build
their coprocessor and report signiﬁcant
improvement in overall performance,
but then mention that the main processor

Contrast these four steps with a process
that calls for a “develop the coprocessor, make the software changes, then run
them together and see if you got what
you expected” approach, and you can see
the opportunity for substantial time and
expense savings.
Cascade allows coprocessor developers to
analyze the instruction-level parallelism

CompactPCI, AdvancedTCA & MicroTCA Systems

David Stewart
CEO, CriticalBlue

“We discussed the software
CriticalBlue has developed
that allows companies to
map “migrating to multicore” plans.”
and coprocessor were not executing at
the same time. The CPU software simply
fed the data to the coprocessor, which
can do the job much faster. This process
results in some gain but not as much as
might have been expected, and the need
to increase performance further led to the
need to run in parallel.
Once relationships between tasks,
dataﬂow through the application, data
dependencies, critical sections, and the
like are identiﬁed, the code could be
updated (or re-factored) to enable it to
run in parallel.
The next version of Cascade added a
front end that performs analysis of the
code and identiﬁes data dependencies and
areas where the code could be parallelized
between the CPU and the coprocessor.
Sound familiar?
For those of us moving to multicore, does
the previous section sound eerily familiar? As I listened to David talk about
Cascade, it called to mind the very similar issues and challenges of my development experiences with multicore.
David and others at CriticalBlue also saw
these parallels and a match with the company’s core competencies when it came
to multicore development challenges.
That prompted them take the leap from
Cascade and coprocessor synthesis to
Prism, a software analysis and planning
tool. Prism is an instrument that enables
development teams to plan and migrate to
multicore platforms while achieving the

expected results.
CriticalBlue launched Prism in 2009.
David mentioned that CriticalBlue leveraged its historical customer base in order
to gather product requirements. Five
overwhelming requirements came to the
fore. First, developers want to stick with
known, standard, familiar development
languages. Second, they want to be able
to integrate the new system into their
Integrated Development Environments
(IDEs). Third, developers want to maintain their standard development ﬂows.
Fourth, CriticalBlue heard in no uncertain
terms that developers do not want the tool
to touch or manipulate their code in any
way, such as by synthesizing code or parallelizing code automatically. Fifth, developers see tremendous value, however, in
an analysis tool that educates them about
what’s going on in the code – one that
identiﬁes data dependencies, code structure, execution ﬂows, and critical sections.
Once these things are isolated, the developer can go back to their code within their
IDE and make the changes.
Overall, developers want to be guided
through the process but don’t want the
tool to do it for them. They need to understand the changes being made in order to
efﬁciently maintain and advance the code
base being updated for multicore.
Multicore decision is the ﬁrst step
David made a really interesting point
about where Prism falls within the planning and development process.

“Most companies fall into a trap where
they ﬁrst make the decision to use multicore, perhaps even making the speciﬁc
processor decision,” he said. He added,
“then they use Prism to help them along
that path. This is ﬁne of course, but
developers get the most out of Prism
when they use it to help make the multicore decision.”
He advised “your ﬁrst step should be to do
some multicore performance analysis on
your existing code, ﬁnd out what kind of
performance increases can be expected,
and learn how much time making code
changes will take. This process provides
guidance about what multicore processor
would be a good ﬁt for the application.”
It’s possible that once the analysis is
done, developers may ﬁnd that going to
multicore doesn’t make sense because
the algorithms are simply too sequential
in nature. Or during the research phase,
you might ﬁnd unexpected dependencies
in the code that will require more time
than you thought to make code changes.
Maybe future product capabilities will
require updates so that the transition to
multicore makes more sense. All this adds
up to the ability to make good decisions
about how and when to transition without
disrupting development schedules while
minimizing risk.
David summed it up well, “Do an orderly
transition (to multicore) at a time it suits
you. You won’t want to wait until the
emergency situation happens, then have
to do something. Be ahead of the game,
so you can plan. Build a migration methodology. Educate the development teams.
The companies following these steps are
the ones that we see being the most successful with multicore.”
Stay tuned for Part II
A look at the timely (and also complex)
topic of multicore continues in the next
Software Corner. In Part II I will walk
through the steps to using Prism and relay
my experiences doing so. Until then,
here’s wishing you a graceful migration
to multicore!
For more information, contact Curt at
cschwaderer@opensystemsmedia.com.
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Balancing feat: Keeping up with
multiple high-bandwidth ﬂows
By Gary Lee

AdvancedTCA blades pacing a bevy of high-bandwidth ﬂows under various
scenarios have their work cut out for them. Gary begins by explaining the role
of efﬁcient load distribution in meeting the blades’ task, and then he describes
advanced hashing mechanisms and how they can be employed in these systems.
He also presents load distribution results for a common system conﬁguration.
As network bandwidth capacity increases
along with network services and security requirements, single processor subsystems cannot keep up with the load.
In many of these applications, service
blades utilize multiple CPUs or NPUs,
each with a 40 Gbps link to the backplane. AdvancedTCA systems are one
example where backplanes are moving
toward 40 Gbps per blade in response to
these new requirements. These systems
use 4 x 10G KR lanes as described by the
IEEE in 802.3ap.
Even with 40 Gbps across the backplane,
the individual blades may not be able to
keep up with multiple high-bandwidth
ﬂows under all conditions. Because of
this, the incoming trafﬁc load must be
distributed across multiple blades in an
efﬁcient manner. This can be done in the
backplane or hub switch using sophisticated ﬂow-based hashing algorithms.
Telecom systems and cost cutting
Telecom equipment manufacturers are
reducing costs by using commodity parts.
Aiding the manufacturers in these costcutting efforts is the availability of commercial Ethernet switch fabric devices

with up to eighteen 40 Gbps ports along
with advanced class of service and congestion control mechanisms. Once upon
a time these features were found only
on proprietary switch fabric devices. To
further reduce cost, telecom equipment
manufacturers are designing these systems using the AdvancedTCA form factor, taking advantage of industry standard
components such as chassis, backplanes,
and AdvancedTCA blades.
At the heart of these systems are hub
switches and control modules. Standard
blades of this type using high-bandwidth Ethernet switches connect at
40G KR4 over the backplane to other
AdvancedTCA blades while also connecting at 10 Gbps or 40 Gbps to front
panels or Rear Transition Modules
(RTMs). The hub switch cards can also
provide chassis management by connecting a local CPU subsystem to other
blades through 1 Gbps backplane links.
The access line cards can utilize standard NPUs, Ethernet switches, or Trafﬁc
Managers (TMs). The processing cards
can use standard CPUs for deep packet
inspection and security functions. All of

these devices are either available today
or will be shortly available with 40G
KR interfaces to the backplane. The
AdvancedTCA system configuration
allows ﬂexible allocation of these cards
based on the end customer requirements.
Load-balancing features found on some
of these switches can be used to distribute
the processing load across multiple NPU
or CPU cards. This reduces the processing
power required on each card and is ﬂow
based, which eliminates any packet reordering requirements. The system designer
gains various redundancy options thanks
to the load-balancing capability. For example, if a switch card fails, only the ﬂows
across that switch card will be affected
until failover is complete.
Load distribution example
Advanced Ethernet switches can perform
Layer 3 routing and can even ofﬂoad some
of the traditional NPU packet processing functions such as ﬂow classiﬁcation.
In addition, advanced load distribution
functions can be based on a speciﬁc set
of L2/3/4 header ﬁelds or certain ﬁelds
can be included or omitted if the frame
is IPv4/IPv6.
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Successful AdvancedTCA
history rides on many shoulders
By Anne Fisher

AdvancedTCA industry veterans share their perspectives on the AdvancedTCA specification and explain how
AdvancedTCA ecosystem achievements during the past 10 years have set the table for continued innovation.
Something Anthony Ambrose, Vice President and General
Manager of Communications Networks, RadiSys, said recently
could have been voiced by any of the individuals we spoke to:
“40x performance gain in a decade is amazing. And it has been
even more amazing because the AdvancedTCA standard is not
owned by any one individual equipment supplier. We are seeing this technology achievement in a standard developed by an
organization [PICMG] with hundreds of people.”
The need for an Advanced Telecom Computing
Architecture
A housing problem, not in any city, but for the Intel Xeon family,
was one of the factors that spurred initial AdvancedTCA specification development. Brian Carr, Strategic Marketing Manager for
the Embedded Computing Business of Emerson Network Power,
explained that Intel processors could deliver high performance,
but not if the processors’ home was a CompactPCI envelope.
Enter the AdvancedTCA specification, with its ability to carry
server-class levels of performance in a bladed architecture. And it
was only a relatively short time (in 2004) before companies including Kontron launched turnkey AdvancedTCA-based platforms.
Key to doing so, according to Sven Freudenfeld, responsible for
North American Business Development for the Kontron AG line
of AdvancedTCA, AdvancedMC, MicroTCA, and preintegrated OM

2001
At a two-day kick-off meeting, PICMG members meet
with representatives from several of the telco manufacturers, including Lucent, Nortel, and Motorola. Topic:
TEMs want to focus on core competencies,
primarily software and applications knowledge.

solutions, was the creation of partnerships within the ecosystem.
Companies including IP Fabrics, GoAhead Software, MontaVista
Software, and ZNYX Networks, for example, made it possible for
the telecom platform Kontron introduced in 2004 to include an
operating system, applications software, and high availability
middleware along with Kontron’s hardware, IPMI firmware, and
Hardware Platform Interface (HPI) support.
Coalescing on Ethernet
We would not be looking at the milestones we see on the timeline
had a single fabric around which the market was able to consolidate (that fabric being Ethernet) not emerged. Said Shlomo PriTal, Chief Technology and Strategy Officer at Emerson Network
Power, Embedded Computing, “We [did not want] the market to
fragment into five different segments [InfiniBand, StarFabric, PCI
Express, Serial RapidIO, Ethernet]. When we jointly formed the
Communications Platforms Trade Association (CP-TA) with Intel it
was on the condition Ethernet should be the fabric.”
“It became very clear that Ethernet was the way to go. The interface devices were correct; the software was correct; and it had
gained a lot of straightforward acceptance within the carrier
community who planned to use it,” Brian said.
Ethernet carried the day, even though the Motorola
Embedded Computing Group (later acquired by Emerson)

2002

2003

2004

PICMG adopts AdvancedTCA as the name for a
series of specifications targeted at expanding the market for off-the-shelf, modular solutions for carrier grade
communications equipment.

With the vote to adopt PICMG 3.0 Rev 1,
AdvancedTCA becomes the first open industry specification for carrier grade equipment incorporating highspeed switched fabric technology.

New testing areas at the Sixth Interoperability
Workshop included exercising the dual redundant
shelf managers critical to implementing highly reliable
systems.

Service Availability Forum Platform Interface specification announced.

PICMG ratifies first AdvancedTCA fabric specifications, for Ethernet/Fibre Channel and InfiniBand.

Form factor, fit, and power distribution tested at First
AdvancedTCA Interoperability Workshop.

Comprehensive signal integrity testing to verify highspeed backplane design is the focus of successful Fifth
Interoperability Workshop.

AdvancedTCA Showcase at SUPERCOMM
highlights products from 28 companies and includes
three multi-vendor interoperability demos.

believed, according to Shlomo, that the switch the company had
developed for InfiniBand would be the best technical solution.
“The commercial attributes of Ethernet are just unstoppable,” he noted.
It’s worth noting that this was far from the only time that one or more
members of the AdvancedTCA ecosystem did not pursue individual
goals at the risk of making the AdvancedTCA spec less viable.
Sven found the launch of CP-TA in 2006, for which he is currently
Director and President, key to the growth of AdvancedTCA. “[Kontron]
became involved in the CP-TA organization to drive the effort to
interoperability,” he explained.
Cooling as a top challenge
Of three key challenges – cooling, fabric bandwidth, and real estate
– cooling holds a clear spot at the top, said Shlomo, who also noted
that along with fabric bandwidth, cooling (or thermal) was one of the
two “very big items” CP-TA addressed. [In 2007 CP-TA, with Shlomo
serving as chairman, released Interoperability Compliance Document
(ICD) 1.0 and Test Procedure Manual (TPM) 1.0, addressing thermal,
manageability, and data transport.]
On the matter of cooling, “as an expandable specification AdvancedTCA
has proven itself worthy,” said Wayne McGee, Product General
Manager for Commercial Embedded Products within the Control and
Communications Systems part of GE Intelligent Platforms.
“We have expanded the capacity of the chassis to accept much hotter
payloads. At some point in time there is going to be a finite amount of
power density that you can get within a 14-slot chassis. As we move
forward we have to figure out how to pack more processing power but
at the same or decreasing wattage, and by the same token try to figure
out how to reduce that carbon footprint,” he added.
For RadiSys’s Anthony Ambrose the discussion of cooling reminded
him that “with all successful initiatives, you get a market segmentation. [For example], you have people today that still want the original
AdvancedTCA spec around 200 W per blade cooling, and they are very

insistent upon that. They have an installed base and NEBS requirements.
But you also have people going to 300 W and beyond, as AdvancedTCA
goes into adjacent markets.”
Enhancements to cooling and power are among the additional features
that PICMG AdvancedTCA Extensions subcommittee members are
pursuing, along with additional features including double-wide boards,
optimizations for non-NEBS environments, and allowances for doublesided shelves and other enhancements while maintaining forward and
backward compatibility with AdvancedTCA products. Emerson has in
development architecture to cool even more than 450 W, and Shlomo commented that cooling is a continuing factor in being able to deliver more
performance for a given volume of space for a system.
AdvancedTCA on the data plane
Rob Pettigrew, Director of Marketing for the Embedded Computing
Business of Emerson Network Power, reminded us that prior to
10 Gbps AdvancedTCA, introduced in 2008, AdvancedTCA served in
the telecom control plane and also in the 2G Radio Access Network,
also finding work in base station controllers, the wireless voice core
control plane, and the wireline core.
“With 10 gig AdvancedTCA, what appeared on the market were packet
processing blades based on packet processors like Cavium OCTEON
Plus,” said Rob. “This really introduced AdvancedTCA into the data
plane, doing packet processing and deep packet inspection applications. That trend is of course continuing [as we head toward] 40 gig,
and the insatiable bandwidth demands of communications customers
keep driving the applications to require ever-increasing bandwidth.
AdvancedTCA is keeping pace with the demands of the network for
high-bandwidth elements.”
On the topic of 10 and 40 Gbps, Doug Sandy, VP of Technology/CTO
PICMG and Technical Fellow at Emerson Network Power, explained:
“You have to start looking at the backplane as an RF component rather
than a set of pure wires. Even at 10 Gbps the traditional eye pattern is
closed. By traditional methods, signal recovery would be impossible, but

2005

2006

2007

More than 65 of the telecom industry’s top companies convene at the First
AdvancedTCA Summit.

Version 1.0 of the SCOPE Alliance AdvancedTCA profile published,
defining AdvancedTCA configurations ideal for telecom applications.

Advanced Mezzanine Card (AMC) base specification published.

Communications Platforms Trade Association (CP-TA) forms,
with chairman Shlomo Pri-Tal commenting: “The CP-TA brings together
industry leaders who are collaborating to establish a true standards-based
ecosystem ....”

PICMG Technologies Showcase at NXTcomm07
includes AdvancedTCA communications servers as common platforms for a wide range of telecommunication
infrastructure applications.

PCI Express on AMCs
Storage on AMCs
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Triple Play networks and software for High Availability among the agenda
items at Second Annual AdvancedTCA Summit.

Role of AdvancedTCA in networkcentric military on the agenda at Third
Annual AdvancedTA Summit.
Ethernet on AMCs
Serial RapidIO on AMCs

we have seen advances in connectors, in the silicon at the receiver
end, as well as at the transmitter end, in recovering signals that were
once unrecoverable. We have learned things as an industry about
how to lay out copper in backplanes to improve signal integrity. Many
advances have gotten us to that point.”
“Even the way you lay the laminate on the backplane makes a difference in being able to recover the signal,” added Shlomo.
Doug chairs the PICMG 3.1 Revision 2 subcommittee, whose work
on 40 Gbps began in late 2008. Noting that the revised specification is not released yet, Doug emphasized that PICMG wants to
make sure that interoperability between different boards, blades,
and backplanes is guaranteed.“Interoperability is very important, and
that incorporates the latest backplane Ethernet standards from IEEE
so that true 10 Gbps over one lane and 40 Gbps over four lanes is
supported on that,” Doug said.
GE Intelligent Platforms’ Wayne McGee said, “…the transition to a
higher speed and 40 Gbps is going to take longer than it did for the
transition between 10 gig and 40 gig. Some of the physics problems
include the limitation of electrical signals over copper traces as
opposed to fiber optics. Once you get past 40 gig, the questions are:
‘How do you route the signals on the backplane, and are we going to
go to a fiber backplane?’ There are a number of questions regarding
the interconnect system on the backplane and how we are going
to route extremely high-speed signals from one board to another.”
Driving volumes up
“AdvancedTCA is the only standard hardware platform capable of
sustaining 40 Gbps to the backplane,” Sven emphasized. “As PICMG
develops dot specs for LTE platforms demanding high compute
processing capabilities and device connectivity, the AdvancedTCA
adoption rate will accelerate,” he added.

there were not enough devices to drive the bandwidth. With the
advent of the iPhone, Blackberry, and similar devices, now we have
more connected devices filling the hard drive much more quickly than
the industry can react to launch new platforms. So telecom equipment manufacturers must perform quick turnaround to keep up with
the device manufacturers [who are in turn] sustaining the core network bandwidth. The carriers who launch 4G earlier will get the bulk
of the customers, and that is crucial for success.”
Said Anthony: “I do not recall anybody three years ago talking about
the resurrection of tablet computing as the primary driver for bandwidth. But it is clear that across the world today, smartphones, tablets,
highly connected devices of all sorts, are driving the need for bandwidth. I do not see that slowing down. There is demand out there for
the performance, and the beautiful thing about AdvancedTCA as we
look to 40 and 100 gig is that it provides that performance very cost
effectively and predictably and in a way that is very backwards compatible so that people do not have to have a sharp technology break
foisted upon them at a systems-architecture level.”
Will the real AdvancedTCA please stand up?
Should you have eavesdropped just on parts of the discussion, pinning
down AdvancedTCA might have been tricky. For example, hearing just
about the specialized I/O needed for particle accelerators would not
tell you the whole story. Nor would overhearing an exchange about
AdvancedTCA being a natural choice for an industry such as telecom,
where extensive testing makes longevity and reliability of great value.
And you would not have a complete dossier on AdvancedTCA even if
you caught what Sven said about the specification’s role in addressing both the numbers in the 4G rollout plus the connected cars due
out in the next five years that will have voice, video, and data communications within the network with no gaps and no latency.

Sven contrasted the present with the days of “a huge network topology with huge available bandwidth, which was not filled up because

The conclusion has to be that AdvancedTCA has the timeline of
progress and innovation that it does because its DNA makes possible broad applicability to a number of needs. That bodes well for
AdvancedTCA.

2008

2009

2010

Organized to nurture the development and adoption
of an open source implementation of a high availability base platform middleware based on SA Forum
specifications, OpenSAF Foundation forms.

With the announcement that PICMG will be adding
significantly increased power and compute density
to the AdvancedTCA platform and building on its success, AdvancedTCA Extensions Initiative is
launched to address additional markets.

Data rate for Ethernet backplanes has evolved to
10 Gbps.
CP-TA releases Interoperability Compliance
Levels for AdvancedTCA.
xTCASlotFest attendees demonstrate interoperability
at Fourth Annual AdvancedTCA Summit.

PICMG announces the formation of the xTCA for
Physics Coordinating Committee, noting an international group of physics labs are using or actively
exploring the role of AdvancedTCA.
Next-generation networks and military communications systems featured at Fifth Annual
AdvancedTCA Summit.

40 gig ready infrastructure products begin to, appear anticipating completion of PICMG 3.1 Rev. 2.
IEEE announces the ratification of IEEE 802.3ba 40
Gbps and 100 Gbps Ethernet. 40/100 Gbps and
multicore in next gen networks on the agenda at
inaugural Virtual AdvancedTCA Event.
Attendees at Sixth Annual AdvancedTCA
Summit explore xTCA for Physics plus AdvancedTCA
wireless systems, high-performance systems (10G,
40G, and 100G), and military/defense applications.

2011
The Intelligent Rear Transition Module
(IRTM.0) specification is announced, adds system
management to rear transition modules used with
AdvancedTCA node boards.
AdvancedTCA Virtual
Event: Opening the Next
10 Years of Networks
AdvancedTCA: 10 Years of Innovation celebrated at Seventh Annual AdvancedTCA
Summit and Exhibition in San Jose, CA.

RadiSys &

ATCA

A Decade of Innovation

A decade ago a handful of
companies recognized the potential
of AdvancedTCA to help shape the
future of global communications.
Since then RadiSys has continued
to innovate as the market leader in
ATCA products and solutions.

www.radisys.com/products/ATCA
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“With perfect load distribution across the four application
blades, each blade can process
the incoming packets at about
one-quarter the line rate, which
greatly reduces the processing
requirements and allows the use
of commodity CPU blades.”

These switches can calculate two sets of
frame hash values at two different points
in the frame processing pipeline. The
ﬁrst-stage hash calculation is primarily
intended for ECMP and other Layer 3+
load-balancing applications. The secondstage hash calculation is primarily
intended for link aggregation and other
link-layer load-balancing applications.
Each hash value calculation operates on
a ﬁxed-size key constructed from the
available set of header ﬁelds. Multiple
programmable hash key proﬁles are typically supported for each hash calculation
stage, with the proﬁle selected based on
frame classiﬁcation.
The hash key generation logic usually supports symmetrization of certain sourceand destination-specific fields. When
enabled, symmetrization of these ﬁelds
can ensure that frames sent from a network
host A to some other host B will have the
same hash value as frames sent from host
B to A, assuming all other header ﬁelds are
the same. This hash value preservation can
in turn guarantee that frames belonging to
a given conversation follow the same path
through the network, which may be desirable in some applications.
Figure 1 shows a simple implementation, which can be used to illustrate
packet ﬂow through a system using load
distribution. Here we assume that Link
Aggregation Group (LAG) A connects to
network A and LAG B connects to network B. For example, in a network security application, data may be processed
as it ﬂows between these two networks.
Also, by using LAGs to distribute trafﬁc across multiple line (hub) switches,
if a switch card fails, active paths will
remain through the other switch card(s).
A system may include up to four switch
cards and up to 16 application blades,
with some of the blades used for packet
inspection and some blades used for
other services.
At the system ingress, a packet will be
load balanced by a line (hub) switch to
one of the application blades. The switch
on the application blade can further load
balance the packet to one of the local
CPUs. This CPU can then determine if
the packet needs further processing by
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services running on other blades. If so,
the packet can be routed back through
one of the line switches for further processing. When packet processing is complete, the Ethernet switch on the application blade then load balances the packet
across the line switches. This step, in
effect, load balances the packet across
one of the egress LAG members back
to the network. The load distribution
can also be symmetric when the source
and destination addresses are swapped,
so a given service request and service
responses through the network will use
the same application blade.
With perfect load distribution across the
four application blades, each blade can
process the incoming packets at about
one-quarter the line rate, which greatly
reduces the processing requirements and
allows the use of commodity CPU blades.
Higher-performance CPU subsystems

can always be used in some blade slots if
needed. Of course, load distribution will
not be perfect, and the application blades
must be able to accept small variations in
packet processing loads.
Load distribution also provides high
availability to the fabric, allowing continued operation during application blade
or switch card failure. If a link failure is
detected, software can reconﬁgure the
LAG to load balance across the remaining members of the LAG group.
Highly effective load distribution
One example of a system that uses functions to distribute ﬂows across multiple
links can be found in the FocalPoint product line from Fulcrum Microsystems.
The company offers a family of 10G/40G
Ethernet switch chips. Hash functions vary in both load distribution
efﬁciency and silicon implementation

Figure 1
Figure 1 | Packet Flow through a System Using Load Distribution
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cost. FocalPoint devices use a modiﬁed
Pearson’s hash that is highly effective
in load distribution while incurring only
modest implementation overhead. Any of
the ﬁrst 112 bytes of the L2/3/4 header
can be used as a source for the hashing
function. The source is hashed to a 16-bit
value (giving up to 64K intermediate
bins), and the result is distributed among
the output links using modulo division.
Constructing the keys to these hash functions in a conﬁgurable manner makes
these features possible:

Challenges
❯ Symmetry: Hash value remains
the same when source and
destination ﬁelds are swapped.
❯ Static ﬁeld dependence: Support
for a speciﬁc set of header
ﬁelds in the hash function.
❯ Dynamic ﬁeld dependence: Certain
ﬁelds can be omitted or included
based on frame classiﬁcation results.

do not require frame order preservation
within ﬂows, this random number may
override the frame’s hash value. The
random number generator has a period
of 2,147,483,647 frames. The number
is advanced on every frame with a randomized hash proﬁle, without regard for
source port, ﬂow association, or any other
frame-speciﬁc property.

FocalPoint’s hash function also includes
a 16-bit pseudorandom number generator. For load-balancing applications that

The FocalPoint hash function uses an
enhanced CRC, which is less susceptible
to repeated bit patterns, as typical CRCs
can be less effective in some special
rare ﬂow relationships. Developed using
mathematical analysis and validated in
silicon, the FocalPoint hash function has
yielded results that show various bit patterns are working as expected.
Hash simulation results
Figure 2 presents the FocalPoint hash
function with a simulation of multiple
line switches (L1-L24), shown across
the bottom, distributing trafﬁc across
multiple spine switches (S1-S12), shown
across the top.
Simulation results presented here highlight the performance of the hash function
by using highly stressful trafﬁc patterns
in a large system with 288 ports across 24
line switches. The simulation was created
using a byte-accurate switch simulator
and is cycle-based, with one byte of data
being transferred per cycle.
The switch topology and data trafﬁc patterns were simulated as follows:
❯ 288-port system composed of
24-port 10 GbE switches
❯ 9216 MAC addresses connected
to the 288 ports (P1-P288), 32
per port, randomly assigned
❯ Mesh trafﬁc pattern:
– 1st round: P1 sends to P2, P2
sends to P3...P288 sends to P1.
– 2nd round: P1 sends to P3, P2
sends to P4...P288 sends to P2.
– Repeated 287 times or more
so every port transmits
to every other port.
❯ Each round produces 288 ports x
287 frames – 82,656 total frames.
❯ Frame size is 4 KB.
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The load distribution simulation results
are shown in Figure 3. In this simulation, the total number of frames directed
to each of the 288 ingress line ports
from 9,216 random MAC addresses during the whole simulation is counted. For
good statistics, the cycle of mesh transmissions was repeated so that 50 frames
were transmitted from each port to every
other port. The system port utilization
rates are irrelevant in this simulation.
Normalizing the loads made it possible
to easily interpret the differences in
loading as percentages. The results show
an extremely even load across the 288
line switch ports.
Conclusions
Increases in network bandwidth along
with heavier processing loads are challenging the designers of security appliances and similar systems. At the same
time, system designers are attempting to
reduce cost by utilizing commodity 10
Gbps and/or 40 Gbps Ethernet switches
and AdvancedTCA platforms. One way
to improve system performance is to distribute the processing load across multiple
blades. This requires efﬁcient load distribution mechanisms such as those available in
the FocalPoint Ethernet switch family.

Figure 2
Hash Simulation Results
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Figure 3
Load Distribution Simulation Results
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Inside the White Paper

Heading hiccup-free to the all-IP network
Editor’s note: “Foundations for the All-IP Network Access Concentration” is the
ﬁrst white paper we cover in our new department, “Inside the White Paper.” Drew
Sproul, Director, Marketing at Adax, Inc., which published the white paper, spoke
to the CompactPCI AdvancedTCA & MicroTCA Systems staff recently. The white
paper is available for download at www.adax.com.
As noted elsewhere in this issue, this fall the AdvancedTCA
speciﬁcation reaches its 10th year since members of the PICMG
organization and telecom equipment manufacturers met in
November 2001 (see AdvancedTCA timeline this issue).
The telecom industry’s ongoing efforts to meet ﬂexibility,
scalability, and redundancy goals in a cost-effective manner led
to that meeting, and “Foundations for the All-IP Network Access
Concentration” addresses these goals.
Three worlds
Drew described three worlds in which is Adax involved. One
is legacy signaling. A second is transition and inter-working,
and the third is the LTE all-IP network. A topic related to the
second world, the world on which the white paper focuses, is a
3GPP speciﬁcation, 3GPP 23.272 Circuit Switched (CS) fallback
(CSFB) in Evolved Packet System.
As we head toward the all-IP network, the provisions of CSFB
are well worth a look, according to Drew. “CSFB allows for an
LTE smartphone on an LTE network to enable voice calls to be
transmitted over available overlapping legacy networks. The
network operator wants to optimize the access for users with
LTE 4G-enabled smartphones to mobile broadband data, video
downloads, and the like,” he noted.
Drew added, “if these users want to make or receive a call, and
they are in a zone where there is a Universal Terrestrial Radio
Access Network (UTRAN) or a 2.5G GSM EDGE Radio Access
Network (GERAN) available, this CSFB standard will allow that
call to happen. It actually allows the network operator to support
the voice call over the CSFB. And what this enables the Service
Providers to do is to spend their money where the next revenue
stream is coming from, which is high-speed and content-oriented
data services. They can leave their existing voice plant enabled
and maximize their CAPEX and not have to add Voice over LTE
(VoLTE) in a super-pressurized fashion.”
Drew said one purpose of the “Foundations for the All-IP
Network Access Concentration” white paper is to document what
folks are doing with CSFB to bring the user plane into the VoIP
using existing equipment. In speaking with Drew we learned the
white paper should be viewed in the context of 3GPP 23.272,
which says equipment manufacturers do not have to do anything
different with legacy transport for the user plane. It remains
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unaffected, which would mean that if it is a GERAN 2.5G, the
equipment manufacturers would still have voice over DS.0s, or if
it is 3G UTRAN, they would have voice over ATM. They get to
leave all that in place. The white paper addresses taking that user
plane trafﬁc and inter-working it onto the core IP network, so it is
a step that allows equipment manufacturers to provide voice over
IP capabilities to the Evolving Packet Core (EPC).
“As we move to packet processing, there is a whole category
of transitional nodes or inter-working nodes that require both
traditional signaling and bearer services such as wireless voice
from an ATM Node B or RNC that network operators want
to inter-work to Voice over IP, said Drew, adding that, “an
interface card for ATM can allow the interworking of AMRencoded voice cells to be interworked to UDP/IP and RTP for
VoIP transmission.”
AdvancedTCA offers the ability to have a card that does
ATM today and on another I/O interface, which is the T1/
E1, have support for DS.0 voice and interwork it as well. The
AdvancedTCA architecture supports IP internally through
the system as a backplane, with generous bandwidth available
between elements in the system. Today it is a standard fabric
interface of 10 Gbps with two of those available per slot. An
AdvancedTCA system has substantial bandwidth to carry IP
trafﬁc between blades.
Show me the benchmarks
Drew mentioned he only likes to write white papers on topics
for which “someone has shown me the conﬁguration ﬁles and
the benchmarks.” He emphasized that “if somebody wants
to see ATM into IP interworking with our Signaling Gateway
providing the signaling, Adax can do that and demonstrate
the role of our partners SURF Communication Solutions and
RadiSys Corporation as well. Real-world examples help make
the case that the AdvancedTCA speciﬁcation is uniquely able
to bring the legacy, transitional inter-working, and all-IP packet
processing worlds together under the architectural umbrella of
AdvancedTCA and AMC.”
White Paper: “Foundations for the All-IP Network Access
Concentration”
Company: Adax, Inc.
Website: www.adax.com
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DISCOVER
new levels of interconnect reliability

For lengthy space missions tasked with discovering the effects of atmospheric phenomena on vital
communication transmissions and data gathering, it’s critical that equipment be long lasting and
impervious to damaging effects. Hypertronics interconnect solutions featuring the Hypertac®
hyperboloid contact technology offer the reliability and dependability that are required in making

space discovery possible. Hypertronics is the choice of engineers worldwide for mission critical systems.
Hypertac Features
Low Insertion/Extraction Forces
Long Contact Life
Lower Contact Resistance
Higher Current Ratings
Shock and Vibration Immunity

Benefits
High Density Interconnect Systems
Low Cost of Ownership
Low Power Consumption
Maximum Contact Performance
Reliability Under Harsh Conditions

Maintain your system integrity with Hypertronics
reliable connectors and dependable solutions.

www.hypertronics.com/discover
cPCI

HYPERTRONICS: WHEN FAILURE IS NOT AN OPTION
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New AdvancedTCA-based
products
For more information or to see similar products, search by company name or model number at advancedtca-systems.com.

AdaxGW
Able to be integrated into AdvancedTCA and other platforms, the
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Adax, Inc.
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ATCA-7410
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Advantech Co., Ltd.
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ATCA-F125
For some, variety is the
spice of life, but for network equipment manufacturers consistency has
greater appeal. A new 10G
AdvancedTCA switch blade
from Emerson recognizes
the draw consistency has for
these manufacturers, letting
developers use a common
software environment for the
ATCA-F125 blade and for
the company’s ATCA-F140
40G switch blade. The key, according to Emerson, is that the new
ATCA F-125 architecture complements that of the 40G blade, making
it possible for network equipment manufacturers to migrate applications easily and to achieve scalability in both directions. The blade’s
onboard Freescale QorIQ P2020 device acts as a service processor
to execute all switch functions, blade setup, and hardware platform
management functions.

Emerson Network Power Embedded Computing

Register for
these
upcoming
Virtual
Events

advancedtca-systems.com/p47694

T-HUB4
This 40G AdvancedTCA switch
blade is intended for next generation mobile applications such as
LTE and 4G. Other applications suitable for the T-HUB4, according to
Telco Systems, fall under the metro
Ethernet, security, and military headings, as well as other applications
that require high performance and
high availability. The blade delivers
simultaneous 10G and 40G connectivity to support AdvancedTCA service modules. Also available is an
extensive networking software suite,
BiNOX, to provide connectivity, including switching, IPv4/IPv6 routing,
MPLS, QoS, protection and redundancy, and clock synchronization to
the AdvancedTCA platform.

AdvancedTCA Virtual Summit:
Opening the Next 10 Years of
Networks
Presented by:
Advantech, Continuous
Computing, Elma, Emerson, GE
Intelligent Platforms, Kontron,
MontaVista, RadiSys, Wind River
June 9th
2011 FPGA Virtual Summit
Presented by:
Annapolis Micro Systems,
Cadence,
Mentor Graphics, Pentek,
Synopsys, Altera

Telco Systems
advancedtca-systems.com/p47251

June 23rd

ecast.opensystemsmedia.com
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HPI-to-xTCA Mapping
Pigeon Point Systems announced in February two separate implementations of the Hardware Platform Interface
(HPI) for use with its Shelf Manager. The company describes the implementations as compliant with the latLZ[/70[V_;*(THWWPUNZWLJPÄJH[PVU;OL:LY]PJL(]HPSHIPSP[`-VY\T:(-VY\TKLÄULZ[OLZWLJPÄJH[PVU
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TPaLZ[OLKL]LSVWTLU[LMMVY[ULLKLK[VZ\WWVY[UL^WSH[MVYTZ

Pigeon Point Systems
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ZX7300
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ZNYX Networks
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TechChannels
See the latest news and views on trending topics with discussions led
by OpenSystems Media editors, articles from experts, inﬂuencers on
Twitter, plus videos, webcasts, and more content and ideas.

LTE-SEG-11000 Security Gateway
/multicore
/vpx
/virtualization
Visit: tech.opensystemsmedia.com

/lte-advanced
/telehealth

Scan this QR code with
your smartphone to view
the Multicore TechChannel.

/smart-energy
/safety-and-security
/android

RadiSys has introduced a security gateway to help
mobile operators carry out user authentication, data
PU[LNYP[` HUK LUJY`W[PVU H[ H JHYYPLY NYHKL SL]LS
;OL JVTWHU` KLZJYPILZ [OL NH[L^H` HZ [OL ÄYZ[
.77JVTWSPHU[VMMLYPUNIHZLKVU5L[^VYR+VTHPU
:LJ\YP[`Z[HUKHYKZ0[PZHSZVH]HPSHISLHZH[\YURL`
JHYYPLYNYHKL (K]HUJLK;*( ISHKL MVY PU[LNYH[PVU
with other network elements

RadiSys
HK]HUJLK[JHZ`Z[LTZJVTW
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User & Control Plane Processing for LTE, 4G, NGMN and IMS Networks

Adax products provide industry leading performance and capacity for LTE, 4G, NGMN & IMS
networks. The Adax PacketRunner provides the keystone product that allows NEPs unlimited I/O
Subsystem conﬁgurations to choose from. Designed to exceed your system requirements, Adax
solutions offer superior scalability, ﬂexibility and price/performance ratios, making them the perfect
choice for your SS7, ATM, IP, signaling and bearer plane needs.

s !DAX 0ACKET2UNNER Advanced, Intelligent, Packet Processing ATCA carrier blade with Cavium 5650, 8 GBs
RAM, 4 AMC bays, robust power and thermals
s 0ACKET!-# Front-end processing of the Layer 2 protocols for Carrier Grade transport from Edge to Core
networks
s ($# SS7/ATM TDM controller with 8 E1/T1 Annex A or ATM ports, 248 LSLs and TDM-iTDM IW
s !4- ATM Signaling and ATM-IP IW, 4 OC3/STM-1 ports

For more information please visit our website or call:
Adax Inc: +1 510 548 7047 Email: sales@adax.com
Adax Europe: +44 (0) 118 952 2800 Email: sales@adax.co.uk
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s !DAX'7 Signaling Gateway on NEBS cPCI, ATCA blade or ProcessorAMC

